Solution Brief

Agile management across the
enterprise with Digital.ai Agility
Are you looking for a way to unify teams across your organization to strategize, plan, and
deliver great software?
Do you struggle to prioritize your backlog across the portfolio or with visibility into your
product development progress?

Digital.ai Agility helps organizations harness the power of their people, processes,
and technology to build agile practices that scale across the enterprise, driving
consistency, increasing speed of development, and improving collaboration.

Digital.ai Agility is an industry-leading enterprise agile planning solution that drives consistency and efficiency by scaling
agile practices across all levels, from teams to the entire product portfolio. You can increase development speed and
deliver greater value by balancing the backlog across your entire portfolio, seamlessly connecting disparate systems,
and gaining the visibility you need to get to market faster. And by giving everyone access to metrics and insights from
across the end-to-end agile process, you improve visibility and collaboration, enabling them to collectively make datadriven decisions aligned to the needs of the business.
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Key Benefits
Drive Consistency and efficiency. Digital.ai Agility integrates
with your existing team-level solutions, providing portfoliolevel planning across teams, projects, and products using
your existing team-level agile solutions, reducing the cost
and effort to adopt enterprise agile planning. It helps you
unify divergent agile practices, rolling up team-level
planning into a comprehensive view across the portfolio.
This view provides a clear line of sight between high-level
business initiatives and detailed development work, driving
consistency across the organization and ensuring all work
aligns with business goals. Unrivaled support for the
constructs, practices, and metrics for SAFe®, LeSS, DAD,
Spotify, and other leading agile frameworks helps you gain
efficiencies from structured best practices across the
organization. Team and portfolio visualizations, such as
Kanban boards, help you simplify status tracking and issue
resolution by providing views into the progression of inflight work, so you can balance capacity across the
organization, and identify bottlenecks.
Increase speed of development and deliver greater value.
Digital.ai Agility improves business agility by allowing you to
prioritize features across your portfolio backlog to focus on
those providing the most value, ensuring investments and
product development align with strategic business goals
and market needs. Hundreds of out-of-the-box metrics and
visualizations across the entire planning process provide the
visibility you need to improve velocity and efficiency at all
levels of the organization. Native easy-to-use integrations
with ITSM, CRM, ALM, and other systems reduce the time
and costs to create a single source of truth, alleviating the
time and complexity of managing multiple separate data
sources. Digital.ai Agility reduces TCO by providing a
complete solution that goes far beyond just enterprise agile
planning to include capabilities typically requiring multiple
products, such as ideation, collaboration, team/portfolio
agile, and more.
Improve visibility and collaboration across the organization.
A unified portfolio-level view provides the end-to-end
visibility your organization needs to effectively coordinate
execution, manage dependencies, and make data-driven
decisions. You can improve strategic planning and
collaboration with roadmap status and strategic planning
views that keep all stakeholders up to date and aware of
current plans and priorities. Digital.ai Agility extends the
visibility from Agile to DevOps with seamless tracking of
features, epics, and stories from planning through release to
production, providing insights at each stage of the software
delivery process. It provides a single unified environment
that increases communication and collaboration by enabling
everyone – from executives to developers – to collaborate in
context and address issues when and where they arise.
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Kanban Board

Sprint/Iteration Planning

Sprint Analysis

Throughput Insights

Delivery Insights Dashboard
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Key Features

Agile portfolio
planning

Plan and track strategic feature development across the entire organization
– from teams to the portfolio level

Ideas Management

Automate the process of capturing, collaborating on, prioritizing, and
sharing progress of feature requests from users and customers

Strategic planning/
roadmaps

Align planning and development with the product roadmaps used by
stakeholders

Out-of-the-box
integrations

Seamlessly integrate with your tools of choice and visualize everything in
one place

Agile metrics &
analytics

Use data and insights from previous software deliveries to prioritize future
product features, delivering products that provide more business and
customer value

Configurable
dashboards

Views built around your organizations’ agile and DevOps processes, help
visualize and track development work items from planning through
production

Cross-team
collaboration

Communities of practice, forums, and contextual collaboration rooms enable
everyone across the organization – executives to developers – to effectively
communicate and collaborate

Scalable agile
framework support

Support for many enterprise agile frameworks, including SAFe®, LeSS, DAD,
Spotify, and more, ensure your organization can use the methodology that
best meets its needs

About Digital.ai
Digital.ai enables enterprises to focus on outcomes instead of outputs, create greater business value faster, and deliver secure digital experiences their
customers trust. The Digital.ai Value Stream Platform seamlessly integrates all the disparate tools and processes across the various value streams, uses
data and AI/ML to create connective tissue between them, and provides the real-time, contextual insights required to drive and sustain successful digital
transformation. With Digital.ai, enterprises have the visibility they’ve been seeking to deliver value, drive growth, increase profitability, reduce security
risk, and improve customer experience.
Learn more at Digital.ai
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